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About This Game

A Long Road Home is a point and click adventure game, created in a top down, 2D perspective. The gameplay harkens back to
the adventure games of old, with lots of text descriptions, puzzle solving and item usage.

The Story

A Long Road Home puts players in the role of a young man who becomes wounded and separated from his family when they
are attacked along the way to their new home. Behind this plot is a secret cult led by a nefarious being, who is able to travel

between the infinite numbers of planes (dimensions). Having conquered numerous worlds already, she now has her sights set on
this one, and aims to use our hero for her own devious ends. If the protagonist is to reunite with his mother and sister, he must

venture through catacombs, secret temples and frozen mountains while escaping the clutches of the evil invaders.

Features

mouse and keyboard support

gamepad support

6+ hours of gameplay

challenging puzzles
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Beautifully detailed addon. So far no bugs that I can see.. Very fun! Highly addictive. Frustrating - but very satisfying when you
figure a level out.. Probably the best RPG of all time, highly recommend.. Put your $1 in your pocket. So not worth it. $1 for 3
poorly designed levels with what can be described as weak at best competitive multiplayer. There is no actual competition.
Levels drag on with too much time per round. No real game play or strategy. The only reason I don't request a refund is that in
hopes that my $1 could possibly fund some improvement.. finished in 4 hours. Best game ever! Beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of
everyo... oh right, you just walk around in circles until there is only one enemy left and beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of him :thinking:
TL;DR: 5/5 walking simulator!

Still better rapping than any mainstream "rapper" does these days.. There's always at least one jackass that leaves a negative
review of a game. I promise I'm not trying to be that jackass. I wanted to like this game. But... It's just not that great. It's a great
concept, but poorly executed.

The opening gives you motion sickness, as you're reading text while the background is flying by you at mach 3, and the
characters are drunkenly wobbling from side to side. (Maybe they have motion sickness too?) The controls for the flying\/action
part of the game are unintuitive and clunky. Now I understand that the controls are reminiscent of a classical 2d top down flyer,
where W moves you forward, no matter what direction you are facing, but I didnt have a chance to get used to the controls, as
even the first level on "Easy" has a billion particles flying at you, trying to kill you.

Speaking of getting used to the controls, once you DO die that first time, during the flying seuyqence, you have no recourse, but
to start the entire game over from the beginning, and go through all of your choices, and click through all of the dialogue.

If this game were still in early access, then of course I would be forgiving of this. But as a final product, I would say skip this
one for now.
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Do it for the meme. Wow! Another very ORIGINAL game.. Strawberry Vinegar is a short and sweet VN about food and
demons. While this seems like an odd theme for a VN, it works out surprisingly well. ebi-hime's VN's never fail to deliver an
interesting story packed with emotion and solid writing.

You follow the story of Rie, a nine year old girl who is not fond of other people. Licia, a demon of gluttony, appears to her one
day threatening to take her soul if Rie doesn't feed her. The two bond over various sweets and foods, leaving player choice to
decide what their bond turns into. Overall the story is very cute with a very fitting fluffy pastry theme and features a potential
friendship and\/or romance between younger characters which is not too common in most VN's I've read. As with most of ebi-
hime's cuter novels, there's a fair share of sadness and comedy as well as sweet mushy romance. The VN makes for a nice mix
of unique combonations that somehow work perfectly together.

My one biggest complaint about this VN is that the additional content found in the author's notes was scrapped. There was so
much potential for Licia to have sisters for every sin (she herself representing gluttony), and while they had designs and names
planned out they were removed. I would have loved to see a longer cut of this VN with their story lines added, or maybe a sequel
with otome elements and additonal characters. Speaking of the additional content, the art is very pleasing to look at, and the
music gives the story just a little bit more life. While it may not be everyone's preferred anime-esque style it certainly is a
favorite of mine and really ties the entire VN together.

I always have high praises for ebi-hime's visual novels, and Strawberry Vinegar is no different. If you like cute romance stories,
VNs about food or demons (or both), give this one a read and check out ebi-hime's other work as well.. Tried playing it.
Literally nobody else was on, then I tried making a room and it completely wrecked my computer. Everything went non-
responsive.

Can't believe I paid for a game that doesn't even work.. Buffy the Vampire Slayer the Video Game.. I have the game here
gespeeldt it has great possibilities.

For the moment, the game is quite rough.

was playable and you can build a city.
function that there are works as you can expect.

think about 6 months has become a real top game. Fun, and captures the feel of Rorschach and Nite Owl pretty well. Could be
better, but it's good.. I enjoy operating the New Haven E-33 locomotive but I am having trouble starting the locomotive on the
cold and dark
scenarios.. Game about being a sperm, done in the right way.. I wish I could recommend this game, since by all rights it seems
very well designed and appears to present a prospective player with an interesting proposition and challenge for a city-building
sim. Unfortunately, the implementation of the game's systems are not particularly well-executed. While the in-game tutorials
provide an explanation of how one should set about constructing a town, the reality is that the correct implementation of various
mechanics such as food production, housing, and infrastructure is so obscure in practice that there is no real learning curve a
player could reasonably be expected to overcome.

All too often, the same method of starting a town without issue on one map will not work on another map of virtually similar
layout. Pathfinding in particular seems to be poorly-optimized at best, and villager prioritization of basic needs is woefully
lacking. On numerous occasions, despite the nearby presence of thousands of units of stocked food contained within both
storage barns and marketplaces fully staffed with vendors, residents of neighboring houses will simply starve themselves to
death even if tasked with nothing other than acting as laborers without current duties beyond simply restocking the inventory of
their own homes.

Banished altogether is a very frustrating experience because while the music, interface, and premise behind it are charming and
indicative of a well-made game, the truth is that there is clearly not enough polish to the underlying structure of the game to
create anything other than a time sink that neither explains nor allows one to intuit how to succeed.
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